PIXEL+INK

Beatrice Bly's Rules for Spies 1: The Missing Hamster
Sue Fliess, Beth Mills

Summary
A young spy in training has to put her sneaky skills to the test when the class pet goes missing in this
picture book series starter perfect for readers who love the excitement and intrigue of Tara Lazar’s 7
Ate 9 and Josh Funk’s Mission Defrostable.
Beatrice Bly isn’t just a spy.
Pixel+Ink
9781645950288
Pub Date: 4/6/21
On Sale Date: 4/6/21
$17.99 USD
Hardcover
32 Pages
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 2
Juvenile Fiction / Mysteries
& Detective Stories
JUV028000
Series: Beatrice Bly's Rules
for Spies
11 in H | 9 in W | 1.3 lb Wt

She’s a super spy.
She knows all the rules.
She sneaks. She observes.
She follows the clues to find the culprit.
But when the class hamster, Edgar, goes missing, will Beatrice’s spy training be enough to find out what
happened?
Clever and determined, Beatrice Bly will win over young sleuths, teaching them problem solving and
deduction skills as they scramble to figure out the case alongside her.
Series Overview: A spy-in-training uses her best sleuthing skills to solve mysteries at school, home, or
wherever they may pop up.

Contributor Bio
Sue Fliess is the author of over 35 children’s books, including The Princess and the Petri Dish, Flash and
Gleam, How to Find a Unicorn, Ninja Camp, numerous Little Golden Books, and more. As a kid, she
occasionally spied on her parents, but was never as talented as Beatrice. Today she is sometimes known to

Trillium Sisters 1: The Triplets Get Charmed
Laura Brown, Elly Kramer, Sarah Mesinga

Summary
Three sisters discover that they and their pets have superpowers they can use to protect the world
around them in the first book in a fantastical new chapter book series about family, friendship, and
environmental responsibility perfect for fans of Mia Mayhem and The Wish Fairy.
Nothing can stop this triple team!

Pixel+Ink
9781645950141
Pub Date: 6/1/21
On Sale Date: 6/1/21
$14.99 USD
Hardcover
128 Pages
Ages 7 to 9, Grades 2 to 4
Juvenile Fiction / Family
JUV013070
Series: Trillium Sisters
7.6 in H | 5 in W | 1.3 lb Wt

Eight-year-old triplets Emmy, Clare, and Giselle are excited to celebrate Founding Day, the day their dad
found them and they became a family. The girls want this year’s celebration to be extra special. And Dad has
a big sur¬prise—trillium petal charms that he found with the girls.
But when the girls’ little brother, Zee, slips into the river while helping them plan a special surprise,
something magical happens: The charms are drawn together, forming a glowing flower, and the girls suddenly
have super¬powers! Channeling their new abilities, they work together to try to save Zee, but will they be
able to figure out how to help in time?
Series Overview: Three sisters with mysterious origins use their superpowers to solve problems around them
and protect their mountain home.

Contributor Bio
Laura Brown is an early childhood expert, collaborates with businesses and organizations to create high
quality educational media properties and products. She has written curricula and scripts and served as
Content Expert and Research Director for series produced by Nick Jr., Disney Junior, Amazon Kids,
DreamWorks Animation Television, PBS Kids, Universal Kids, and many others. A mother of three, she lives in
Tenafly, NJ, but in another life, she would happily live in a treehouse in the forest.
Elly Kramer is a senior creative executive and has created and led the development of numerous awardwinning and highly-rated TV shows, online games, and innovative apps. As VP of Production and Development
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Trillium Sisters 2: Bestie Day
Laura Brown, Elly Kramer, Sarah Mesinga

Summary
When the ecosystem of their mountain home is threatened, the triplets join forces and channel their
super powers into saving the day in the second book in the Trillium Sisters chapter book series,
perfect for fans of Mia Mayhem and The Wish Fairy.
The Trillium Triplets are flying into action!

Pixel+Ink
9781645950165
Pub Date: 6/1/21
On Sale Date: 6/1/21
$14.99 USD
Hardcover
128 Pages
Ages 7 to 9, Grades 2 to 4
Juvenile Fiction / Family
JUV013070
Series: Trillium Sisters
7.6 in H | 5 in W | 1.3 lb Wt

Wondering if their powers will return, Clare, Emmy, and Giselle throw themselves into preparations for Bestie
Day, when everyone in Trillsville celebrates the special people in their lives. The girls are planning to make
presents for one another from fallen flower petals. That way, they can enjoy the beauty around them without
causing harm.
But at the flower field, instead of finding beautiful blooms, the Trills find a big problem. Two girls from town
are cutting so many flowers for their Bestie Day bouquets that the bees can’t get enough nectar. And without
the bees, the entire mountain ecosystem could fall apart! When their Trillium powers activate, will the sisters
be able to buzz to the rescue?
Series Overview: Three sisters with mysterious origins use their superpowers to solve problems around ...

Contributor Bio
Laura Brown is an early childhood expert, collaborates with businesses and organizations to create high
quality educational media properties and products. She has written curricula and scripts and served as
Content Expert and Research Director for series produced by Nick Jr., Disney Junior, Amazon Kids,
DreamWorks Animation Television, PBS Kids, Universal Kids, and many others. A mother of three, she lives in
Tenafly, NJ, but in another life, she would happily live in a treehouse in the forest.
Elly Kramer is a senior creative executive and has created and led the development of numerous awardwinning and highly-rated TV shows, online games, and innovative apps. As VP of Production and Development

Twig and Turtle 4: Make New Friends, But Keep the Old
Jennifer Richard Jacobson

Summary
Friendship woes and a visit from Grandma push Twig to find her voice in the fourth book in the Twig
and Turtle chapter book series, perfect for fans of Ivy and Bean and Judy Moody.
Speaking up can be super hard.

Pixel+Ink
9781645950530
Pub Date: 5/18/21
On Sale Date: 5/18/21
$14.99 USD
Hardcover
112 Pages
Ages 7 to 9, Grades 2 to 4
Juvenile Fiction / Family
JUV013070
Series: Twig and Turtle
7.6 in H | 5 in W | 1.3 lb Wt

Just when Twig thinks she’s finally found a new best friend, Angela’s former BFF, Effie, comes back to town.
And to Twig, Effie is anything but friendly. With Effie hogging the spotlight and Angela’s time, Twig has never
felt so alone. And while Twig’s little sister, Turtle, can be a lot of fun to hang out with, she doesn’t replace a
best friend.
Then Grandma comes to visit, bringing with too much clutter and too many strong opinions for the tiny
house, and it all becomes too much. Will Twig be able to find her voice without hurting anyone’s feelings?
The fourth book in the Twig and Turtle chapter book series, Make New Friends, But Keep the Old weaves
themese of friendshipand finding your voice in a sweet package that fans of Ivy and Bean and Judy Moody
will find hard to resist.
Story Locale: Colorado
Series Overview: Sisters Twig and Turtle experience adventures and challenges wit...

Contributor Bio
Jennifer Richard Jacobson is the award-winning author of many books for children and young adults
including the Andy Shane early-reader series and The Dollar Kids. A graduate of the Harvard Graduate School
of Education, when not writing, Jennifer provides trainings in Writer’s Workshop for teachers. Jennifer lives in
Maine with her husband and dog.
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Twig and Turtle 3: Quiet Please!
Jennifer Richard Jacobson

Summary
Tiny house living leads to big drama as Twig tries to clock reading hours to bring her class a victory
in this third installment of the Twig and Turtle series. Perfect for fans of Ivy and Bean and Judy
Moody.
The tiny house is too loud!

Pixel+Ink
9781645950448
Pub Date: 2/16/21
On Sale Date: 2/16/21
$14.99 USD
Hardcover
112 Pages
Ages 7 to 9, Grades 2 to 4
Juvenile Fiction / Family
JUV013070
Series: Twig and Turtle
7.9 in H | 5.2 in W | 0.5 in T
| 0.4 lb Wt

Twig’s participating in her school’s read-a-thon, but it’s hard to concentrate with Dad watching TV, and Turtle
trying to blow gum bubbles or showing off the tiny house to curious passers-by. And when Twig’s classmate
Matteo starts logging more reading time than her, she’s desperate to get back her lead, even if it means
staying up way past her bedtime.
But when Mom and Dad find out what’s been going on, it’s time to make some changes to the tiny house
rules. Can they find a way to make alone time in a family that’s so squished together?
Sweet and bright, Quiet Please!, the third book in the Twig and Turtle chapter book series will be loudly
cheered by fans of Ivy and Bean and Judy Moody.
Story Locale: Colorado
Series Overview: Sisters Twig and Turtle experience adventures and challenges with family, friends, and
school as they adjust to living in a tiny ho...

Contributor Bio
Jennifer Richard Jacobson is the award-winning author of many books for children and young adults
including the Andy Shane early-reader series and The Dollar Kids. A graduate of the Harvard Graduate School
of Education, when not writing, Jennifer provides trainings in Writer’s Workshop for teachers. Jennifer lives in
Maine with her husband and dog.

Black Sand Beach 2: Do You Remember the Summer Before?
Richard Fairgray

Summary
A revelation about how Dash may or may not have spent the summer before raises the stakes even
higher in this second installment of the eerie and enthralling Black Sand Beach series, perfect for
fans of Gravity Falls, Rickety Stich, and Fake Blood.

Pixel+Ink
9781645950042
Pub Date: 5/4/21
On Sale Date: 5/4/21
$22.99 USD
Hardcover
192 Pages
Ages 8 to 12, Grades 3 to 7
Juvenile Fiction / Comics &
Graphic Novels
JUV008040
Series: Black Sand Beach
9 in H | 6 in W | 1.3 lb Wt

Dash and his crew might have stumbled upon the source of the evil at Black Sand Beach when they stumbled
into the abandoned and haunted lighthouse, but when Lily reveals that she found Dash’s journal there, the
news is anything but comforting. The book is full of Dash’s reflections on his trip to Black Sand Beach the
previous summer.
Only Dash doesn’t recognize the journal or have any memory of being there.
As the friends read the entries aloud, through flashbacks Dash’s unsettling encounter with two ghost girls, a
truly terrifying monster, and a life changing event make one thing very clear: Black Sand Beach isn’t done
with them yet.
Deliciously creepy and difficult to put down, Do You Remember the Summer Before? returns readers to a
supernatural shore they’ll never forget.
Series Overview: Gravity Falls meets Twin Peaks in this witty, creepy ...

Contributor Bio
Richard Fairgray is a writer, artist, and colorist, best known for his work in comic books such as
Blastosaurus and Ghost Ghost, and picture books such as Gorillas In Our Midst, My Grandpa Is a Dinosaur,
and If I Had an Elephant. As a child he firmly believed he would grow up and eat all the candy he wanted and
stay up as late as he liked. By drawing pictures when he wasn’t meant to and reading all the things people
told him not to, he has made his dream come true.
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Carlton Crumple Creature Catcher 2: Tater Invaders!
David Fremont

Summary
More hilarious antics, more fast food, and more zany monsters combine in a treat middle grade
graphic novel readers will devour in the second installment of the Carlton Crumple Creature Catcher
series for fans of Lunch Lady and Dog Man.

Pixel+Ink
9781645950066
Pub Date: 2/2/21
On Sale Date: 2/2/21
$12.99 USD
Hardcover
136 Pages
Ages 8 to 12, Grades 3 to 7
Juvenile Fiction / Comics &
Graphic Novels
JUV008040
Series: Carlton Crumple
Creature Catcher
7.3 in H | 6.3 in W | 0.5 in T
| 0.7 lb Wt

Now that Carlton’s an official Creature Catcher with the Shady Plains police department, he’s on the hunt for a
new monster.
While taking a snack break with his buddy and faithful assistant Lulu, suddenly one of their tater tots comes
alive! And that little robot tot dude leads them to whole underground world of evil potato creatures.
Holy bacon bits!
It’s Carlton Crumple to the rescue, and he’ll have to get to the root of the problem before everything becomes
a mashed potato mess!
David Fremont bring even more rolling-on-the-floor humor and fast-food fun in the second installment in his
bright and brilliant middle grade graphic novel series, which will especially appeal to fans of series like Lunch
Lady and Dog Man.
Series Overview: A determined monster hunter battles mad-cap monsters in this hilarious hi-lo graphic novel
series that fans of Lunch Lady and...

Contributor Bio
The youngest of 5 children, David Fremont grew up in Fremont, CA (true story), where he loved drawing while
watching cartoons. He is now an animated content creator who most recently created web series for
DreamWorks TV. When not pitching pilots, David teaches cartoon classes to kids.

The Great Peach Experiment 1: When Life Gives You Lemons, Make
Peach Pie
Erin Soderberg Downing

Summary
Mix together a used food truck, a road trip that doesn’t exactly go as planned, and a lot of pie, and
you have the recipe for this sweet middle grade series starter brimming with humor, heart, and a
family you’ll fall in love with. Perfect for readers who gobbled down The Penderwicks and The
Vanderbeeks of 141st Street.
Sweet summer has taken a rotten turn…
Pixel+Ink
9781645950349
Pub Date: 4/6/21
On Sale Date: 4/6/21
$17.99 USD
Hardcover
256 Pages
Ages 8 to 12, Grades 3 to 7
Juvenile Fiction / Family
JUV013000
Series: The Great Peach
Experiment
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1.3 lb
Wt

After a tough year, Lucy, Freddy, and Herb Peach are ready for vacation. Lucy wants to read all of the books
on the summer reading list. Freddy wants to work on his art projects (when he isn’t stuck in summer school).
Herb wants to swim every day.
Then their dad makes a big announcement: one of the inventions their mom came up with before she passed
away has sold, and now they’re millionaires!
But Dad has bigger plans than blowing the cash on fun stuff or investing it. He’s bought a used food truck.
The Peaches are going to spend the summer traveling the country selling pies. It will be the Great Peach
Experiment—a summer of bonding while living out one of Mom’s dreams. Summer plans, sunk. And there’s
one more issue Dad’s neglected: n...

Contributor Bio
Erin Soderberg Downing has written more than fifty books (some as Erin Soderberg) for kids, tweens, and
young adults, including series like The Quirks and Puppy Pirates, and others. Erin is a former children’s book
editor, and she also worked at Nickelodeon.
Author Residence: Minneapolis, MN
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The Infamous Frankie Lorde 2: Going Wild
Brittany Geragotelis

Summary
Tiger King meets Ocean’s 8 in this slick second book in the Infamous Frankie Lorde series as
potentially reformed international theif Frankie dives into the dangerous and political world of
trafficking exotic animals. Perfect for fans of Ally Carter’s Gallagher Girls and Heist Society.
For Frankie, using her less-than-legal set of skills to pull a heist against a crooked real estate mogul with the
help of her new friend Ollie was super gratifying, but she’s getting restless now. And with her no end in sight
for her dad’s prison sentence, she’s finally coming to terms with the fact that she may be in Connecticut for a
lot longer than she expected.
Pixel+Ink
9781645950578
Pub Date: 8/3/21
On Sale Date: 8/3/21
$17.99 USD
Hardcover
272 Pages
Ages 10 to 14, Grades 5 to 9
Juvenile Fiction / Law &
Crime
JUV021000
Series: The Infamous Frankie
Lorde
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1.3 lb
Wt

Volunteering at a local animal shelter over school break, Frankie and Ollie hear that there’s a dangerous exotic
animal farm supplying Greenwich’s elite with lions and tigers and bears. (Oh my!) Feeling an instant kinship
with the endangered creatures locked away in their cages, Frankie makes it her mission to find the
perpetrators, free the beautiful beasts, and ensnare the bad guys in a trap of her own.
Series Overview: A pre-teen internation...

Contributor Bio
Brittany Geragotelis, a former Olympic-bound gymnast and magazine editor, is a self-professed pop culture
junkie turned author. Her paranormal action book Life’s a Witch received 18 million reads on the writing site
Wattpad.com. What the Spell is the first published book in the series, followed by Life’s a Witch and The Witch
Is Back. Brittany lives in Los Angeles with her awesome husband, two clever boys, one scaredy cat, and a
crazy dog.
Author Residence: Los Angeles, CA
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Trillium Sisters 1: The Triplets Get Charmed
Laura Brown, Elly Kramer, Sarah Mesinga

Summary
Three sisters discover that they and their pets have superpowers they can use to protect the world
around them in the first book in a fantastical new chapter book series about family, friendship, and
environmental responsibility perfect for fans of Mia Mayhem and The Wish Fairy.
Nothing can stop this triple team!

Pixel+Ink
9781645950158
Pub Date: 6/1/21
On Sale Date: 6/1/21
$6.99 USD
Trade Paperback
128 Pages
Ages 7 to 9, Grades 2 to 4
Juvenile Fiction / Family
JUV013070
Series: Trillium Sisters
7.6 in H | 5 in W | 0.8 lb Wt

Eight-year-old triplets Emmy, Clare, and Giselle are excited to celebrate Founding Day, the day their dad
found them and they became a family. The girls want this year’s celebration to be extra special. And Dad has
a big sur¬prise—trillium petal charms that he found with the girls.
But when the girls’ little brother, Zee, slips into the river while helping them plan a special surprise,
something magical happens: The charms are drawn together, forming a glowing flower, and the girls suddenly
have super¬powers! Channeling their new abilities, they work together to try to save Zee, but will they be
able to figure out how to help in time?
Series Overview: Three sisters with mysterious origins use their superpowers to solve problems around them
and protect their mountain home.

Contributor Bio
Laura Brown is an early childhood expert, collaborates with businesses and organizations to create high
quality educational media properties and products. She has written curricula and scripts and served as
Content Expert and Research Director for series produced by Nick Jr., Disney Junior, Amazon Kids,
DreamWorks Animation Television, PBS Kids, Universal Kids, and many others. A mother of three, she lives in
Tenafly, NJ, but in another life, she would happily live in a treehouse in the forest.
Elly Kramer is a senior creative executive and has created and led the development of numerous awardwinning and highly-rated TV shows, online games, and innovative apps. As VP of Production and Development

Trillium Sisters 2: Bestie Day
Laura Brown, Elly Kramer, Sarah Mesinga

Summary
When the ecosystem of their mountain home is threatened, the triplets join forces and channel their
super powers into saving the day in the second book in the Trillium Sisters chapter book series,
perfect for fans of Mia Mayhem and The Wish Fairy.
The Trillium Triplets are flying into action!

Pixel+Ink
9781645950233
Pub Date: 6/1/21
On Sale Date: 6/1/21
$6.99 USD
Trade Paperback
128 Pages
Ages 7 to 9, Grades 2 to 4
Juvenile Fiction / Family
JUV013070
Series: Trillium Sisters
7.6 in H | 5 in W | 0.8 lb Wt

Wondering if their powers will return, Clare, Emmy, and Giselle throw themselves into preparations for Bestie
Day, when everyone in Trillsville celebrates the special people in their lives. The girls are planning to make
presents for one another from fallen flower petals. That way, they can enjoy the beauty around them without
causing harm.
But at the flower field, instead of finding beautiful blooms, the Trills find a big problem. Two girls from town
are cutting so many flowers for their Bestie Day bouquets that the bees can’t get enough nectar. And without
the bees, the entire mountain ecosystem could fall apart! When their Trillium powers activate, will the sisters
be able to buzz to the rescue?
Series Overview: Three sisters with mysterious origins use their superpowers to solve problems around ...

Contributor Bio
Laura Brown is an early childhood expert, collaborates with businesses and organizations to create high
quality educational media properties and products. She has written curricula and scripts and served as
Content Expert and Research Director for series produced by Nick Jr., Disney Junior, Amazon Kids,
DreamWorks Animation Television, PBS Kids, Universal Kids, and many others. A mother of three, she lives in
Tenafly, NJ, but in another life, she would happily live in a treehouse in the forest.
Elly Kramer is a senior creative executive and has created and led the development of numerous awardwinning and highly-rated TV shows, online games, and innovative apps. As VP of Production and Development
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Twig and Turtle 4: Make New Friends, But Keep the Old
Jennifer Richard Jacobson

Summary
Friendship woes and a visit from Grandma push Twig to find her voice in the fourth book in the Twig
and Turtle chapter book series, perfect for fans of Ivy and Bean and Judy Moody.
Speaking up can be super hard.

Pixel+Ink
9781645950547
Pub Date: 5/18/21
On Sale Date: 5/18/21
$6.99 USD
Trade Paperback
112 Pages
Ages 7 to 9, Grades 2 to 4
Juvenile Fiction / Family
JUV013070
Series: Twig and Turtle
7.6 in H | 5 in W | 0.8 lb Wt

Just when Twig thinks she’s finally found a new best friend, Angela’s former BFF, Effie, comes back to town.
And to Twig, Effie is anything but friendly. With Effie hogging the spotlight and Angela’s time, Twig has never
felt so alone. And while Twig’s little sister, Turtle, can be a lot of fun to hang out with, she doesn’t replace a
best friend.
Then Grandma comes to visit, bringing with too much clutter and too many strong opinions for the tiny
house, and it all becomes too much. Will Twig be able to find her voice without hurting anyone’s feelings?
The fourth book in the Twig and Turtle chapter book series, Make New Friends, But Keep the Old weaves
themese of friendshipand finding your voice in a sweet package that fans of Ivy and Bean and Judy Moody
will find hard to resist.
Story Locale: Colorado
Series Overview: Sisters Twig and Turtle experience adventures and challenges wit...

Contributor Bio
Jennifer Richard Jacobson is the award-winning author of many books for children and young adults
including the Andy Shane early-reader series and The Dollar Kids. A graduate of the Harvard Graduate School
of Education, when not writing, Jennifer provides trainings in Writer’s Workshop for teachers. Jennifer lives in
Maine with her husband and dog.

Twig and Turtle 3: Quiet Please!
Jennifer Richard Jacobson

Summary
Tiny house living leads to big drama as Twig tries to clock reading hours to bring her class a victory
in this third installment of the Twig and Turtle series. Perfect for fans of Ivy and Bean and Judy
Moody.
The tiny house is too loud!

Pixel+Ink
9781645950455
Pub Date: 2/16/21
On Sale Date: 2/16/21
$6.99 USD
Trade Paperback
112 Pages
Ages 7 to 9, Grades 2 to 4
Juvenile Fiction / Family
JUV013070
Series: Twig and Turtle
7.6 in H | 5 in W | 0.3 in T |
0.2 lb Wt

Twig’s participating in her school’s read-a-thon, but it’s hard to concentrate with Dad watching TV, and Turtle
trying to blow gum bubbles or showing off the tiny house to curious passers-by. And when Twig’s classmate
Matteo starts logging more reading time than her, she’s desperate to get back her lead, even if it means
staying up way past her bedtime.
But when Mom and Dad find out what’s been going on, it’s time to make some changes to the tiny house
rules. Can they find a way to make alone time in a family that’s so squished together?
Sweet and bright, Quiet Please!, the third book in the Twig and Turtle chapter book series will be loudly
cheered by fans of Ivy and Bean and Judy Moody.
Story Locale: Colorado
Series Overview: Sisters Twig and Turtle experience adventures and challenges with family, friends, and
school as they adjust to living in a tiny ho...

Contributor Bio
Jennifer Richard Jacobson is the award-winning author of many books for children and young adults
including the Andy Shane early-reader series and The Dollar Kids. A graduate of the Harvard Graduate School
of Education, when not writing, Jennifer provides trainings in Writer’s Workshop for teachers. Jennifer lives in
Maine with her husband and dog.
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Black Sand Beach 2: Do You Remember the Summer Before?
Richard Fairgray

Summary
A revelation about how Dash may or may not have spent the summer before raises the stakes even
higher in this second installment of the eerie and enthralling Black Sand Beach series, perfect for
fans of Gravity Falls, Rickety Stich, and Fake Blood.

Pixel+Ink
9781645950035
Pub Date: 5/4/21
On Sale Date: 5/4/21
$12.99 USD
Trade Paperback
192 Pages
Ages 8 to 12, Grades 3 to 7
Juvenile Fiction / Comics &
Graphic Novels
JUV008040
Series: Black Sand Beach
9 in H | 6 in W | 0.8 lb Wt

Dash and his crew might have stumbled upon the source of the evil at Black Sand Beach when they stumbled
into the abandoned and haunted lighthouse, but when Lily reveals that she found Dash’s journal there, the
news is anything but comforting. The book is full of Dash’s reflections on his trip to Black Sand Beach the
previous summer.
Only Dash doesn’t recognize the journal or have any memory of being there.
As the friends read the entries aloud, through flashbacks Dash’s unsettling encounter with two ghost girls, a
truly terrifying monster, and a life changing event make one thing very clear: Black Sand Beach isn’t done
with them yet.
Deliciously creepy and difficult to put down, Do You Remember the Summer Before? returns readers to a
supernatural shore they’ll never forget.
Series Overview: Gravity Falls meets Twin Peaks in this witty, creepy ...

Contributor Bio
Richard Fairgray is a writer, artist, and colorist, best known for his work in comic books such as
Blastosaurus and Ghost Ghost, and picture books such as Gorillas In Our Midst, My Grandpa Is a Dinosaur,
and If I Had an Elephant. As a child he firmly believed he would grow up and eat all the candy he wanted and
stay up as late as he liked. By drawing pictures when he wasn’t meant to and reading all the things people
told him not to, he has made his dream come true.

The Infamous Frankie Lorde 1: Stealing Greenwich
Brittany Geragotelis

Summary
A pre-teen international thief turns over a new leaf (sort of) to right societal wrongs in her snooty
new town in this upper middle grade series starter for fans of Ally Carter’s Gallagher Girls and Heist
Society, Stuart Gibb’s Spy School, and Ocean’s 8.
Being the protégé (and daughter) of the man responsible for some of the world’s biggest heists has given
Frankie Lorde a unique perspective. And a special set of skills. She can spot an FBI agent in a second, pick a
lock in two, and steal a Bugatti in three. (Even if she’s technically too young to drive it.) Frankie and her dad
are a team, and their jobs are the stuff of international awe.
Pixel+Ink
9781645950271
Pub Date: 7/6/21
On Sale Date: 7/6/21
$9.99 USD
Trade Paperback
272 Pages
Ages 10 to 14, Grades 5 to 9
Juvenile Fiction / Mysteries
& Detective Stories
JUV028000
Series: The Infamous Frankie
Lorde
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.8 lb
Wt

And then Dad is arrested.
Sent to live with her uncle, who she barely knows and who is, ironically, a cop, Frankie is forced to navigate
an entirely foreign world: suburbia. She has to go to middle school, learn what kids her age wear and eat and
do for fun—and, alas, it doesn’t involve lifting expensive watches.
But life in Greenwich, Connecticut, one of the richest towns in America, also opens her eyes to a startling
reality, and seeing the stark con...

Contributor Bio
Brittany Geragotelis, a former Olympic-bound gymnast and magazine editor, is a self-professed pop culture
junkie turned author. Her paranormal action book Life’s a Witch received 18 million reads on the writing site
Wattpad.com. What the Spell is the first published book in the series, followed by Life’s a Witch and The Witch
Is Back. Brittany lives in Los Angeles with her awesome husband, two clever boys, one scaredy cat, and a
crazy dog.
Author Residence: Los Angeles, CA
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